This review is devoted to a long-term investigation into the nature of the laser-induced damage of silicate glasses.
INTRODUCTION
The first observation of laser-induced damage (LID) of transparent dielectrics under short laser pulses was done about 40 years ago1; however, the nature of this phenomenon has not been well understood up to the present. All the existing theories, including the most advanced avalanche model,25 assume an individual ionization of ions and an accumulation of free electrons up to a certain concentration providing a high absorption of laser radiation simultaneously with the pulse action. They predict a rather strong dependence of the LID threshold on the pulse duration under single pulse irradiation and a dependence on the number of pulses under multiple pulse exposure. Therefore, these questions have been under detailed investigation for a long time. It was found from earlier research that the damage threshold specified in terms of the laser fluence [JIcm2] is usually proportional to the square root of the pulse duration; and for pulses shorter then 10 ps, the threshold tends to be All the diversity of these dependencies had been explained by avalanche ionization with different contributions of multiphoton and/or tunneling excitation of electrons.
Actually, for accurate comparison with the theoretical conclusions it is necessary to be sure that only the intrinsic LID threshold is measured. This threshold is specified by the interaction of optical radiation with a material matrix when there are no subthreshold distortions of a spatial-temporal structure of radiation in the interaction volume.
Therefore, any uncontrolled variation of a radiation structure must be excluded because for this scenario it is impossible to measure the pulse duration and the beam spot size directly at the moment of damage.
The basic sources of such uncontrolled variation are laser mode interference and self-focusing. The interference of longitudinal and spatial modes results in the appearance of high-intensive short pulses in temporal distributions and in hot spots in spatial distributions oflaser radiation, respectively. These fluctuations of laser intensity are the main reason for the rather wide statistical distribution of LID thresholds6 as well as the significant decrease in their absolute values.7 Thus, only a single-frequency radiation or a radiation with highly stabilized spectrum should be used in the damage experiments.
Further, to exclude the influence of self-focusing, oil immersion objectives with a high numerical aperture (NA> 1) are usually employed to focus the laser radiation.5'78 For the same reason, the damage thresholds were measured on the surface in some tu34 Unfortunately, those data cannot be used for a judgment about the bulk damage because the bulk and the surface of the materials have strongly different physical properties and electron energy spectra. Likewise, as a rule, the bulk and surface LID thresholds have different absolute values as well as strongly different statistics of 69 and indicate their different mechanisms of damage.
Accordingly, the main goals of this study were the measurement of the intrinsic damage thresholds of silicate glasses under tightly focused laser pulses at 'l tm wavelength and the investigation of subthreshold modification of these glasses under multiple pulse irradiation over a wide range of pulse durations from 2 x l013 to 3 x 108 To exclude the above-mentioned uncontrolled variation of laser intensity, all experiments with laser pulses longer than were carried out with single-frequency laser radiation. This allowed us to measure the single or multiple shot damage thresholds with a relative accuracy ofbetter than 1%. Spectrally stabilized lasers were used to obtain the shorter pulses in the pico-and femtosecond region. The accuracy ofthe measurement in that region was 5%.
ELECTRON EXCITATIONS IN SILICATE GLASSES
Usually, the excitation of impurities, or multiphoton excitation, is considered as a source of seed electrons for the initiation of avalanche ionization.25 Therefore, in the first place, we studied the electron excitations of impurities and of a matrix of silicate glasses at different wavelengths and under different conditions of irradiation. These data are absolutely necessary for a realistic judgment about the electron processes available in different glasses and they can be used as background information for the further research.
Excitation of impurity ions and damage in silicate glasses
Since the excitation of impurity ions is the most frequently considered source of mobile charges in wide bandgap dielectrics, we studied the electron excitations of impurities under high-power laser radiation at 1 m wavelength; and also, the influence of this process on the LID in silicate glasses. Specially synthesized high purity alkali-silicate glasses doped with iron, as well as industrial boro-silicate glasses doped with iron or copper, were used in our experiments. under threshold conditions at I m wavelength. Thus, the basic industrial absorbing impurities cannot be considered as the suppliers of mobile electrons in wide bandgap silicate glasses like BK7 or fused silica.
Multiphoton excitation and damage in silicate glasses
As a next step we studied the multiphoton excitations and the LID in lead-, alkali-, and boro-silicate glasses at wavelengths offour harmonics ofa neodymium laser: 1.06, 0.53, 0.35, and 0.26 tm.
Detailed investigation of multiphoton absorption was carried out with specially synthesized high purity alkalisilicate glasses and an industrial boro-silicate glass like BK7. Elementary electronic excitations in such silicate glasses were studied earlier. 12 It was shown that the bandgap of these glasses Eg was located on the region of '-6 eV (Fig.2a) . The electron excitation into the fundamental absorption region resulted in an appearance of mobile electrons followed by intrinsic luminescence, intrinsic photoeffect, and color center (CC) formation. b) Based on these data, the photo-induced processes under high power laser radiation were studied.13 ' 14 was established that only two-photon absorption of laser radiation with h v > E/2 could be observed in these glasses. This two-photon excitation, like the linear excitation, was accompanied by the bright luminescence and CC formation. Glass irradiation with h v < P2/2 did not result in luminescence or CC formation even under laser irradiance up to the LID threshold. This indicated that three-and-more photon processes were not available in the alkali-and boro-silicate glasses.
Earlier, it was shown15 that the fundamental absorption edge of the lead-silicate glasses is formed by the intracenter transitions of Pb2 ions. Therefore, it was reasoned, the excitation in the fundamental absorption edge region caused only the intrinsic luminescence concerned with intra-center excitation of Pb2 ions, but did not result in the appearance of mobile charge carriers. Linear formation of CC in lead-silicate glasses had never been observed, and the energy structure of these glasses had not been well understood up to that time.
We established the energy structure of these glasses only through an application of nonlinear absorption spectroscopy technique.16 It was found that the fundamental absorption region and the carrier mobility band in the leadsilicate glasses are formed by different localized states of the matrix (Fig.2b) . Since the long-wave boundary of carrier mobility of these glasses was placed considerably higher than the fundamental absorption edge of the material matrix, the CC formation could only have arisen from the multi-photon matrix ionization. Excitation occurred through the virtual states that were located in the fundamental absorption region. This strongly increased probability of multiphoton excitation; therefore, not only two-photon but even three-photon processes were possible in this case.
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In a separate experiment, glass irradiation at ruby laser wavelength (0.69 m) did not result in luminescence or CC formation even under laser irradiance up to the LID threshold. This indicated that four-and more photon processes were not available in the lead-silicate glasses.
As was mentioned in the Introduction, according to the existing theories, the presence of mobile subthreshold electrons was a necessary condition for LID in transparent dielectrics. The experimentally confirmed mechanism of multiphoton excitation of silicate glasses which was considered above has enabled us to investigate and compare the damage in glasses under conditions both with-and without-subthreshold excitation.
The LID thresholds for both high purity alkali-silicate and industrial lead-silicate glasses were measured in their spectral window at wavelengths of four harmonics of a neodymium laser: 1.06, 0.53, 0.35, and 0.26 tm.17 Singlefrequency laser radiation was focused into the spot size of -7 m (FWe1I). It was found (Fig.3 ) that under the conditions of multiphoton absorption (2t=O.53 tm for lead-silicate, and X=O.26 and 0.35 im for alkali-silicate glasses) the damage thresholds of both kinds of glasses were strongly decreased in value by 5O times. Later, it was shown16' 18 that a nonlinear excitation resulted in an accumulation of the unstable CC having a high absorption at the wavelength of the exciting radiation. This led to a change in the glass refractive index in the focal region, to thermal self-focusing, and to damage. It 5 is necessary to note the proximity of the threshold values at 1 .06 im wavelength in both glasses as well as at 0.53 tm in lead-silicate, and at 0.26 and 0.35 im wavelengths in alkalisilicate glass. All this indicates that in spite of considerable difference in the energy structure of the glasses, they have similar damage mechanisms under multiphoton excitation as well as without it.
Thus, the data of this subsection has shown that the excitation of mobile charge carriers in silicate glasses results in the multifold drop of the damage thresholds, bright luminescence, and stable and unstable CC formation in the focal region. Actually, any of these phenomena can be used as an indicator of mobile electron presence in the glass volume.
Therefore, we attempted to reveal the mobile electrons in silicate glasses under high power radiation at -1 tm wavelength.'9 Subthreshold luminescence and CC formation in the exposed area were studied. It was shown that in the case of multiphoton absorption, the CC formation had occurred at an intensity of about 3 orders of magnitude before damage threshold; and the luminescence had occurred even at an intensity of 4 orders of magnitude before damage threshold. However, at 1 m wavelength no one of these phenomena could be observed in the silicate glasses even for the laser pulse intensity just 1-2% below damage threshold. This fact indicates the absence of subthreshold electron excitation in silicate glasses at 1 .tm wavelength.
Photoionization of silicate glasses under JR femtosecond pulses
Another mechanism of silicate glass photoionization was revealed in the femtosecond region of pulse durations even for JR laser radiation.2° We showed that the ionization of the glass resulted from a two-step nonlinear process: first, a spectral broadening of the transmitting laser radiation and second, linear or two-photon absorption of the short wavelength part of this broadened supercontinuum. It was observed that the distance which the beam traveled in the medium to attain such broadening was inversely proportional to the irradiance. This enabled us to estimate the possibility for electron generation under the conditions which were used in our damage experiments. Taking into account that the excitation and coloration were observed only under irradiances of over 1 TW/cm2, we concluded from the above-mentioned dependence that the irradiance I [TW/cm2] needed for such broadening after a beam has passed distance L [mm] in the glass BK7 was I 4/L. The length of interaction in our damage experiments was 1 .tm; therefore, the irradiance providing the electron excitation should be -4x i03 TW/cm2. It will be shown in the next 1000 1 2 3 4 Quantum energy, eV Fig.3 . Dependencies of the damage thresholds in industrial lead-silicate (x) and high purity alkalisilicate (0) glasses on the photon energy of laser radiation. 17 Section that this value is 3 orders of magnitude more than the observed LID threshold. This means that the damage process at 1 m wavelength had to have occurred without subthreshold electron excitation even under femtosecond pulses.
Thus, in this section it was shown that the electron excitations of impurities and of a matrix of silicate glasses could easily be revealed long before reaching the damage threshold in these glasses by the observation of luminescence and/or cc formation in the focal region. Conversely, the absence of these processes under tight-focused laser radiation at '-4 im wavelength indicated that the LID of silicate glasses occurred without subthreshold electron excitation.
DEPENDENCE OF LID THRESHOLDS OF SILICATE GLASS ON PULSE DURATION
The measurement of the dependence of the LID threshold on pulse duration was carried out with the same sample of boro-silicate glass BK7. Two different high NA optical systems were applied. One of them was used in the experiments with all pulse durations (Fig.4) . It had NA'-l .07. The measurement of the LID threshold in this case was determined by observation of a spark under the microscope in the focal region (Fig.4c) , i.e. this method gave us the plasma formation threshold. This system allowed obtaining a spot size of'-O.5 m (FWHM) for focused laser radiation at '-4 m wavelength and excluding the influence of self-focusing on the results of measurements (Fig.4a) . 8 The laser beam was expanded with a telescope (1), passed a ring diaphragm (2), and was focused by the objective and glass sphere (3) into the sample (5) through an immersion oil (4). The other system (Fig.5) was designed on the basis of a microscope2' and used only for threshold measurements with femtosecond pulses. It was a commercial immersion objective lens (2) with tunable NA =0.8-1.35. Spatial distribution of intensity was measured at the focus in the bulk of the tested glass (3) and the NA of the objective was adjusted to have the same spot size as in the previous measurements. The threshold was defined by in situ observation of the residual changes in the focal region through the dichroic mirror (4) placed in the microscope. The sample (3) in Fig.5 is a picture ofthe real sample fragment with the damaged points. One can see that only diffraction spots could be seen through the microscope and they indicated that the modification of glass parameters occurred in a very small interaction area. of the glass BK7. In 1996, investigation had showed7 that LID thresholds of the boro-silicate glass at 1.06 im wavelength did not depend on laser irradiance from 4x10'° to 3x108 s and equaled 6.5 TW/cm2. Only single frequency Nd:glass laser pulses was used in experiments. The thresholds were measured by two methods. One of them was a measurement of laser intensity of transmitted beam at the moment of damage on the leading edge of the pulse (the open circles in Fig.6 ). The other method was a standard measurement with a Gaussian temporal shape of the beam (the solid circles in Fig.6 ). A special system with an optical deflector was used to cut such pulses of 0.38 -32 ns out of single frequency Nd:glass laser pulses.
Later,22 the LID threshold was measured for 40 picosecond laser pulses (the solid square in Fig.6 ). The pulses were delivered by a modelocked Nd:YAG laser with stabilized emission spectrum and high reproducibility of spatial and temporal parameters of radiation. As a result, practically the same value of the LID threshold (5.8 TW/cm2) was demonstrated for picosecond pulse duration.
Finally, the data about the LID threshold measurement for femtosecond laser pulses was reported this 324
Femtosecond laser pulses were obtained from a Ti:sapphire laser which oscillated at --1 kHz pulse repetition frequency. The pulse duration of (210 10) fs was measured directly past the focal region of the optical system. The sample was moved with a speed of '-4 cm/s across the beam during the measurements. This secured a single exposure of tested points which were separated from each other by a distance of -40 m. The plasma formation threshold measured with the first optical system (Fig.4 ) was found to be 10 TW!cm2 (the open triangle in Fig.6 ). The threshold of the residual changes in the focal region measured with the second system (Fig.5 ) was found to be 6.6 TW/cm2 (the solid triangle in Fig.6 ), i.e. l.5 times less than the plasma formation threshold. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first observation of damage in the transparent dielectrics long before plasma formation. This means that after the threshold conditions are met, the femtosecond pulse energy is only enough for glass structure modifications like heating, melting, and maybe, evaporating. It is necessary to underline that for all other pulse durations the residual changes in the glass sample under tightly focused laser radiation were observed only after the plasma formation. The existence of two damage thresholds under femtosecond pulses was confirmed during an investigation of the multiple pulse damage, and this will be discussed in the next section. (a) under low-intensity light field and (b) at the condition of dielectric-metal transition.8
It is clear from Fig.6 that the LID threshold value was found constant over the 5 orders of magnitude oflaser pulse duration. These results show that the intrinsic LID is not connected with the generation rate of electrons and their accumulation. For explanation of such behavior it is necessary to assume that modification of the dielectric as a whole occurs in the focal region at the threshold irradiance. In an earlier paper8 we put forward a hypothesis that a transition to the high-absorbing state proceeds according to the Mott dielectric-metal transition scenario. Qualitatively, it is as follows: at a certain irradiance the oscillating bound electrons inside a dielectric (Fig.7a ) swell out and overlap in the high-intensity field (Fig.7b) . This, in fact, brings about a metal-like state or Mott transition. The appearance of a strongly absorbing metal-like particle in the center of focal region will result in the glass heating, modification and/or in the plasma formation.
Thus, both the absence of subthreshold electron excitations and the fact that the damage threshold in silicate glasses is independent ofpulse duration at I m wavelength indicate that the mechanism ofthe intrinsic LID of glasses involves a collective response, like phase transition, rather than the individual generation and accumulation of electrons, like multiphoton, tunneling, or avalanche.
SUBTHRESHOLD MODIFICATION AND DAMAGE OF SILICATE GLASSES UNDER MULTIPLE PULSE EXPOSURE
It is well known that in comparison to a single pulse threshold, the multiple pulse exposure of transparent dielectrics results in decreasing the LID threshold. The interest attracted to the multiple pulse damage (MPD) is connected with the fact that it defines the laser damage durability of optical components under long irradiation by powerfttl beams. Moreover, it has an important scientific aspect because understanding of the processes leading to the MPD can help to reveal the nature ofthe intrinsic LID.
MPD of lead-silicate glasses under conditions of CC generation
It was mentioned in the Introduction that all the existing theories associate the MPD with an individual ionization of ions and an accumulation of CC simultaneously with the pulse action. Analogous to Section 2.2.3, the experimentally revealed multiphoton absorption and CC formation in silicate glasses can help us to investigate and compare the MPD in the same glasses both with-and without-subthreshold excitation. Therefore, as a first step, the MPD ofglasses under multiphoton CC generation conditions was studied.25
A series of industrial lead-silicate glasses was used in experiments (TF in Russian nomenclature). These glasses were selected because they were one-type glasses with different efficiencies of CC generation. Earlier we had shown26 that in the case of lead-silicate glasses and the second harmonic of a neodymium laser (? =0.53 nm), the efficiency of cc generation was related to the concentration of lead and grew along the TF series of glasses: TF1, TF8, TF3, TF5, TF1O. In 1995 the physical relationship between those values was explained.16 It was shown that the lead concentration defined the three-photon absorption coefficient which was measured for some glasses.
Using schlieren technique, it was found that an optical inhomogeneity arose in the focal region under multiple exposures of glasses. The inhomogeneity grew with the number of pulses and reached the level of saturation. This process resulted in plasma formation under elevated pulse irradiancies. It was shown that under conditions of multiphoton excitation of mobile electrons the reduction in the damage threshold of glasses under multiple pulse exposure was related to an increase in the role of thermal self-focusing. The last process occurred because of accumulation of CC resulting in an increase in the absorption coefficient of the medium. The developed theory based on non-stationary thermal self-focusing allowed us to explain all the observed results. Thus, the established mechanism of the MPD under the conditions of mobile electron generation simply added up to a decrease in the thermal selffocusing threshold. The regularities of this process can be used as evidence of the electron presence in a mobile band of glasses.
MPD of silicate glasses without electron excitation
Later,27 we carried out a comparative investigation of the MPD in the same sample of lead-silicate glass TF3 under multiphoton coloration conditions (2 = 0.53 tm), as well as when there was no change in the transmission or formation of CC tracks which would indicate subthreshold excitation of the glasses (2 = 1.06 nm). The spot sizes of beam focused into the bulk of the glass sample were varied from 0.5 to 60 jtm. A schlieren technique was used to measure an optical inhomogeneity arising under multiple pulse exposure. It was found that, as in the previously considered case (Section 4. 1), the inhomogeneity grew with the number of pulses and reached the level of saturation at both wavelengths (Fig.8) . It is important that in both cases the schlieren signal could be saturated without plasma formation.
To estimate the size of the inhomogeneity formed after saturation, the focused laser beam was displaced relative to the optical axis and a schlieren signal was measured (Fig.9) . One can see that even small displacement of the rather large beam (Fig.9, curve 1) which created the inhomogeneity resulted in a strong decrease in the amplitude of the schlieren signal (Fig.9, curve 2) . This indicates that the size of the inhomogeneity was much less than the size of the laser beam used for its formation. Further, it was found that the effect of MPD decreases with the decrease of the spot size of acting radiation at both wavelengths. The effect disappeared totally for radiation at 1.06 im focused in spot sizes ofless than 1 tm.
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Distance, mm The experiments showed that at both wavelengths the inhomogeneity arose in the focal region, the schlieren signal had the analogous temporal parameters, and the signal reached saturation after some time. Moreover, the analogous dependence of the MPD on spot size was observed in both cases. The similarity of the processes suggested to us that the CC generation could be playing an important role in the MPD at 1 .06 tm wavelength, as it did in the case of exposure at 0.53 tm wavelength. To check this supposition, changes in the schlieren signal with time and temperature were measured. The decay kinetics of the schlieren signal was investigated at a beam irradiance insufficient for damage. Repeated irradiation caused the schlieren signal to reach saturation. Then, the signal was measured at various intervals of time after a single irradiation of the interaction region. The kinetic curves at both wavelengths are shown in Fig.1O . One can see that in the case of CC generation (? =0.53 nm), the schlieren signal rapidly decreased with time even at room temperature and disappeared completely after 24 hours. When the temperature was increased to 115°C, the schlieren signal disappeared in 7 miii. All these processes were connected with CC decay in the glass studied. However, an absolutely different behavior of the schlieren signal was observed at 1 .06 m wavelength. The signal was stable at room temperature over about 70 hours, and it decreased rather slowly even at 200°C.
The measurements of the temperature dependences of the saturated schlieren signal were carried out under pulseperiodic irradiation conditions throughout the whole experiment (Fig.1 1) . Obviously, the signal in the case of CC generation strongly decreased with temperature and practically disappeared at T 200°C, while it decreased to only half of its value under multiple irradiation at 1 .06 m at the same temperature. It is significant that at T 200°C there was no increase in the signal after multiple irradiation at 0.53 m because the CC dissociated completely during the interval between two pulses25. On the other hand, at 1.06 jtm wavelength the signal growth was detected reliably, although at saturation it was only half the room temperature signal.
Thus, these experiments demonstrated that the nature of the inhomogeneities in the TF3 glass caused by multiple irradiation at 1.06 and 0.53 tm wavelengths was completely different, and that the MPD at 1 .06 m was unrelated to multiphoton absorption and accumulation of CC. Additional investigation showed that in this case the mechanism of 0 10 20 Pulse nuniber decrease in MPD threshold was connected with a striction self-focusing threshold decrease due to a refractive index change in the interaction region. At that time we supposed that this process resulted from a glass structure densification under large electrostrictional pressures, occurring without electron excitations. = = -.-
MPD of silicate glasses under femtosecond exposure
The measurements of MPD under femtosecond ur2328 were carried out with the laser described in Section 3. The sample was irradiated at '-4 kHz pulse repetition frequency. The dark field scheme used for observation of optical inhomogeneities arising in the focal area is shown in Fig.4a-b . The laser radiation was focused into the sample of borosilicate glass BK7 with the same optical system which was used for the intrinsic damage threshold measurements. The dark field scheme allowed discrimination between the plasma and scattering radiation and had high enough sensitivity. It was found that the exposure of a glass sample to irradiance that was more than 65% of its single pulse damage threshold resulted in the scattering from tiny structures produced in the focal region without plasma formation (Fig.l2a-c) . These modified structures were permanent and demonstrated practically the same brightness after an interruption of exposure for 30 hours. Moreover, they could be identified under irradiation with an intensity which was 2 orders less than the intensity needed for their formation. Under a certain before-threshold irradiance, the scattering increased in brightness with time of exposure and reached saturation without plasma formation. The level of saturation increased with the increase in laser power and finally, this process led to plasma formation (Fig.12d) . These results confirm the existence of the two thresholds for femtosecond pulses obtained in Section 3: the first is the threshold of glass modification without plasma formation, and the second, which is about 1.5 times higher, is the threshold of plasma formation.
Thus, a striking similarity was revealed in the processes of MPD in both the nanosecond and femtosecond regions of pulse duration at 'l tm wavelength. Tiny areas with inhomogeneities were found. The signals from them were saturated, and then, starting from a certain intensity, that process led to plasma formation. The inhomogeneities were very stable over time and could be found even a few days after exposure. The similarity of the processes for both nanosecond and femtosecond pulses suggests that the same process -densification27 -could be responsible for the material modification. However, an electrostrictional pressure cannot arise under femtosecond pulses because of the very short time of interaction. Therefore, we 328 another picture of the LID and MID of transparent dielectrics. It is as follows.
The electrostrictional self-focusing occurs under nanosecond , ,
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laser radiation focused in the spots of large diameter29. This a)
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.*., results in the collapsing of the laser beam into a point (Fig. 13a) . nanosecond pulses, the accumulation effect disappears completely under tight focusing conditions because the point of irradiation does not move and the energy absorbed after "metallization" of the dielectric (after the pulse maximum) yields to a plasma formation (Fig. 13b, pulse 2) . For femtosecond pulses tight focused in the glass, the energy after pulse maximum (after the phase transition has been completed) is not enough to transfer the medium to the plasma state. Therefore, the accumulation effect becomes apparent again (Fig.13b, pulse 1) . Finally, the further increase of laser intensity leads to plasma formation.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the intrinsic LID threshold of industrial boro-silicate glass BK7 specified in terms of the laser irradiance [W/cm2] does not depend on pulse duration over the range from 2 x113 to 3 x1O s. It indicates that the mechanism of the intrinsic damage of glasses involves a collective response, like "dielectric-metal" phase transition, rather than the process of the individual generation and accumulation of electrons, like multiphoton, tunneling, or avalanche. Local phase transition in the transparent dielectric followed by multiple heating results in modification of the surrounding material without plasma formation and in multiple pulse damage for femto-and nanosecond pulses. A -No we didn't because we didn't have a patent to do this. When we made the investigation in the nanosecond region, after the damage we had a crash. But when we had magnification and used femtosecond pulses it was submicron sizes. So we could see it. We focused the microscope, made damage and therefore could just observe it. For microscopic investigation we could observe what we had after the damage, but it's necessary to observe what we have during phase transition. So it's necessary to work very close to this phase transition and to observe what we had. It's very interesting but unfortunately we were not able to do this experiment.
Q -And the total volume? You have very fast optics.
A -For the first optical system that I showed, we focused the beam to 1 .1 millimeter at the surface, so it's rather deep. The second optical system allowed us to focus the beam to about 10 -15 microns. This was really done to exclude any aberrational system. We adjusted to find the minimum power necessary for damage threshold because in this case we had the minimal abenation. So it's different, but both of these systems gave us the same result. The second optical system had an adjustable numerical aperture. So we adjusted to have the same spot size, which was half a micron, which we used with the first system. The data was absolutely the same for both systems.
Q -I was wondering if you'd looked at the different phenomena that might result in the behavior that you saw with increasing temperature, in other words, relaxation processes or other thermal behaviors within the optical system where you were seeing the decrease in the 532nm damage?
A -We didn't make measurements for different temperatures just because of practical considerations. It was necessary to include all optical systems in the chamber. If it's out we will not be able to focus the beam too highly to the samples at a very high temperature.
